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Install Instructions 

PRP Seats

Can-Am Maverick Trail Sport 2 

Seat /4 Seat

  Net Installation

Read through all of the instructions completely before 

beginning the install.

Parts Included:

A. Window Nets (Either 2 or 4)

B. Hardware

 2 x 3/8” bolt with nut

Remove all parts from the box and unwrap completely using 

the packaging to lay out the pieces.

Tools Needed: (not included)

3/8 Socket

Time: 

Approx 30-45Minss.

A.

Parts

B.
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1. Start by attaching Top-Rear of the net 

to the cage. Use our supplied Bolt and 

Nut to attach the strap to the bolt holes 

on the cage. This strap has a plastic clip 

included - When you want to get in/out, 

you can undo this clip and open the 

door

 

2. Attach the Bottom of the net to the 

door.  There are two straps on the 

bottom of the net. Line these up with 

the corresponding torx bolts located on 

the door.  Remove those bolts, place the 

strap over the hole, and reinstall the torx 

bolts so that they now hold that strap in 

place.
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3.    Attach the Hook’n Loop strips in the 

front. These loops have two pieces 

– an adhesive loop that permanently 

attaches and stays fixed to the cage, 

and another cut loop that is attached to 

the net. 

a.   Attach the bottom corner loop first.  

Pull the net into the corner until it 

is tight to get the placement. Then 

remove the paper film and attach 

the adhesive so that the loop wraps 

around the bar. Once that is done, wrap 

the second loop onto the first, so the 

window net stays tight.

b.  Attach the upper corner loop.  Pull the 

net into the corner until it is tight to get 

the placement. Then remove the paper 

film and attach the adhesive so that the 

loop wraps around the bar. Once that 

is done, wrap the second loop onto the 

first, so the window net stays tight.

4. And you’re all set! 

 

If you have any questions or experience 

issues, please contact your retail outlet first 

for assistance. However, the staff at PRP is 

always happy to help at 1-800-317-6253, or 

email customerservice@prpseats.com 

 

Thank you! Ride Safe!


